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Origin of Chinese Names (Last Names or Surnames - Ye is the pinyin romanization of the Chinese surname written
? in traditional character and ? in simplified character. It is listed 257th in the Song dynasty classic text Hundred Family
Surnames, and is the 42nd most common surname in China After the Zhou overthrew the Shang Dynasty, King Cheng
of Zhou (reigned Chen (surname) - Wikiwand Zhu is the pinyin romanization of four Chinese surnames: ?, ?, ?, and ?.
It is spelled Chu in Zhu has been one of the most influential clans in Chinese history. Zhu Ju,military general of
Eastern Wu during the Three Kingdoms era of China Zhu Zhu Maichen, an impoverished student working as
woodcutter his wife Chang (surname) - Wikipedia Zhang is the pinyin romanization of the very common Chinese
surname written ? in simplified ? was listed 24th in the famous Song-era Hundred Family Surnames. . Zhang Yi (died
230), general of Shu Han in the Three Kingdoms period. Zhang Heng (AD 78139), ancient Chinese scientist,
mathematician and Lu (surname ?) - Wikipedia Yuan is a Chinese surname ranked 37th in China by population. In
Standard Chinese, the Traditional sources trace the surname to Yuan Taotu, a 7th-century BC Chen nobleman, who was
part of a collateral branch of the .. Yuan Yida (born 1947): population genetics researcher and authority on Chinese
surnames. Origin of Chinese Names (Last Names or Surnames, ?? - Yutopian Yang is the transcription of a Chinese
family name. It is the sixth most common surname in Mainland China. The Yang surname members adopted many local
sounding and customizable Western style or another language beside Mandarin Chinese last names with even
neutralization name and changes . Translation of surnames used by other ethnic groups in ancient China. Xia (surname)
- Wikipedia Su is the pinyin romanization of the common Chinese surname written ? in simplified characters and ?
traditionally. It was listed 42nd among the Song-era list of the Hundred Family Surnames. The addition of the grass
radical suggests its original meaning was its use describing varieties of the mint perilla, but its general Zhao (surname)
- Wikipedia Chang is the pinyin romanization of the Chinese surname ? (Chang). It was listed 80th among the Song-era
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Hundred Family Surnames. Chang is also the Wade-Giles romanization of two Chinese surnames written Zhang in
pinyin: one extremely common and written ? in traditional characters and ? Chang Kai-chen (born 1991), Taiwanese
tennis player Kathleen Chang, Chen Name Meaning & Chen Family History at A list of surnames in which the usage
is Chinese. ancient and also referring to the former state of Chen, which existed in what is now Henan province from
the Zhu (surname) - Wikipedia Xia is the Mandarin pinyin romanization of the Chinese surname written ? in Chinese
character. It is romanized Hsia in WadeGiles, and Ha in Cantonese. Xia is the 154th surname in the Song dynasty classic
text Hundred Family Surnames. Xia Zhengshu (??? died 598 BC), Minister of the State of Chen who killed Chinese
surname - New World Encyclopedia A Site on Origin of Chinese Family Names (Surnames or Last Names) ?. Chen,
Chan, Tan (Old), Royal Family Named After the Awarded Land ?. Huo, Fuo, Descendents of a Famous General Huo
Qiubing Ding (surname) - Wikipedia In northern China, Wang (?) is the most common surname, being shared by 9.9%
of the population. Next are Li (?), Zhang (?/?) and Liu (?/?). In the south, Chen (?/?) is the most common, being shared
by 10.6% of the population. Su (surname) - Wikipedia Zhao also romanized Chao, Cho, Chiu, Tio, and various other
forms, is a Chinese family name, Zhao is one of the most ancient of Chinese surnames, and its origins are partly
shrouded in legend. Hede Imperial Consort to Emperor Cheng of Han sister to Empress Zhao Feiyan Zhao Kuangyi
Brother of Zhao Kuangyin Zheng (surname) - Wikipedia Cheng can be a transcription of one of several Chinese
surnames. Since the syllable Cheng Region of origin, China. Related names, Zheng surnamed ?[edit]. Cheng Dechen,
general of the Chu state in the Spring and Autumn period Ye (surname) - Wikipedia Cai (Chinese: ?) is a Chinese
surname that derives from the name of the ancient Cai state. King Cheng reestablished Cai Shus son Wu or Hu as the
new Duke of Cai. In Thailand, most Thais of Chinese descendance use Thai surnames. . a Vietnamese Lieutenant
General of the Army of the Republic of Vietnam Wang (surname) - Wikipedia Lu is the pinyin and WadeGiles
romanization of the Chinese surname written ? in simplified character and ? in traditional For other Chinese surnames
also romanized as Lu, see Lu (surname). From the Tian (Chen) lineage of the Gui clan (?), the ruling family of the State
of Chen during the Spring and Autumn Chinese surname - Wikipedia A Site on Origin of Chinese Family Names
(Surnames or Last Names) ?. Chen, Chan, Tan (Old), Royal Family Named After the Awarded Land ?. Huo, Fuo,
Descendents of a Famous General Huo Qiubing Chen (surname) - Wikipedia Wang is the pinyin romanization of the
Chinese surnames ? (Wang) and ? (Wang). Wang (?) The most ancient family name of Wang was originated from the
surname Zi. The Chinese When the 8th generation Wang Cuo became a general in the State of Wei, the clan finally
regained its status. In the early period of Qin Li (surname ?) - Wikipedia Xu are two surnames of Chinese origin. It can
be a pinyin transliteration of one of two Chinese . first recorded female poet in Chinese history Xu Xiuzhi, b. 1880,
politician Xu Dishan, b. 1893, author Xu Shiyou, b. 1906, Chinese general Kenneth Hsu, b. Yang (surname) Wikipedia Chen is one of the most common East Asian surnames of Chinese origin. [4] Besides ?/?, an uncommon
Chinese surname ?/? is also romanized as Chen. under warlord Lu Bu Chen Wu (died 215) General under warlord Sun
Quan Chen (surname) - Wikipedia Zheng (Hanyu Pinyin) or Cheng (Wade-Giles) is a Chinese surname and also the
name of an ancient state in todays Henan province. It is written as ? in traditional Chinese and ? in simplified Chinese. In
2006, Zheng (Cheng/Chang) ranked 21st in Chinas list of top 100 most common surnames. . Jump up ^
Consulate-General of the Peoples Republic of China in Huston, Xue - Wikipedia 1 Origin of Chinese surnames 2
Distribution of surnames 3 Chinese . Chen (trad ?, simp ?) is perhaps the most common surname in Hong Kong In
general people from mainland China will have both their surnames and names in pinyin. Behind the Name: Chinese
Surnames - Behind the Surname Xue is the pinyin romanization of the Chinese surname ? (Xue). It is romanized as
Hsueh in In a study by geneticist Yuan Yida on the distribution of Chinese surnames, people who carry the name Xue
are dispersed throughout the of ideal traditional Chinese femininity, is one of the principal characters in the novel.
Zhang (surname) - Wikipedia Chinese personal names are names used by those from mainland China, Hong Kong,
Macau, Taiwan, and the Chinese diaspora overseas. Due to Chinas historical dominance of East Asian culture, many
names used Chinese surnames arose from two separate prehistoric traditions: the xing (?) and the shi (?). Cai
(surname) - Wikipedia Ding is one of the simplest written Chinese family names written in two strokes. Contents.
[hide]. 1 Origins 2 Hui ethnic group 3 Other Romanizations 4 Notable people During the Three Kingdoms period, a
general, Sun Kuang of the Wu the king Sun Quan ordered this general to change his last name to Ding the king Yuan
(surname) - Wikipedia Wu is the Pinyin transliteration of the Chinese surname ? (Traditional Chinese), ? (Simplified
Chinese), which is the tenth most common surname in Mainland China. Wu (?) is the sixth name listed in the Song
Dynasty classic Hundred Family Surnames. ??(??) - Wu Han (Han dynasty) Military General of Eastern Han ??(?
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